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JOB OFFER

PROJECT MANAGER – CHANGE 
MANAGEMENT (F/M/D)
FULL TIME / YOUNG PROFESSIONAL 

As Project Manager you will be responsible for small changes within the change management process after
completion of the projects. You see yourself as a sparring partner for internal and external contacts and always
keep track of product changes.

YOUR TASKS
› You are responsible for change management in the further development of our products
› You coordinate changes and moderate change meetings
› You initiate appropriate measures and ensure that they are implemented quickly
› You keep a close eye on the compliance with the processes
› The permanent further development of our processes is particularly important to you, so suggestions for 

improvement are very welcome!

YOUR PROFILE

› Completed technical education (e.g. HTL) or alternatively a comparable qualification you have acquired during your 
professional career

› First professional experience in change management in the automotive environment is advantageous
› Profound German and English skills
› You like to moderate and present and you count your organizational skills among your strengths
› Your communicative and committed nature as well as your team spirit makes you stand out of the crowd

WE OFFER
› We offer an extensive onboarding phase including a buddy program
› Our working environment is familiar, the hierarchies are flat and we pursue a “you”-culture
› A job at Kreisel means movement instead of standing still and offers many opportunities for your personal and 

professional development
› With our daily freshly cooked lunch, our flexible working hours, the parking lot with charging possibility in front of 

the door and the gym in the house, the working environment leaves nothing to be desired

You are interested in taking on this challenging, exciting and responsible task and would like to progress yourcareer? 
If so, we look forward to receiving your application.

The law requires that a minimum salary is stated in job advertisements and that is why we do this. The legal minimum
salary for this position is € 32.000,00. How much you actually earn will be agreed with you individually and depends
on your skills and commitment.

Your contact:
Tamara Knoll
careers@kreiselelectric.com
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